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Preface

This monograph concerns with application of the upper bound theorem to finding the
limit load for welded structures including structures with cracks. The presentation
of the introductory material and the theoretical developments appear in a text of six
chapters. The topics chosen are primarily of interest to engineers as postgraduates
and practitioners but they should also serve to capture a readership from among
applied mathematicians. The monograph provides both a collection of limit load
solutions for welded structures and a description of general approaches to finding the
limit load for a class of structures. Many solutions are represented by formulae. Such
solutions are immediately ready for practical use. Other solutions are illustrated
by diagrams. These diagrams demonstrate most important tendencies in solutions
behavior. It is however evident that they cannot be used for practical calculation of
the limit load. Therefore, most of such solutions are described in great detail,
including possible difficulties with application of numerical methods, and quanti-
tative results can be easily reproduced. In most cases, numerical techniques are only
necessary to evaluate integrals and minimize functions of one variable. As a rule,
approximations of solutions by elementary functions are not given in the mono-
graph. Although such approximations are widely used in the literature, it is believed
that they are not efficient when there are several essential input parameters.
For reasons of space, the main focus is on various highly undermatched tensile
specimens, though undermatched and overmatched cases are briefly discussed as
well.

Among the topics that are either new or presented in greater detail than would
be found in similar texts are the following:

1. An approach to modifying upper bound solutions for a class of structures with
no crack to account for the presence of a crack.

2. An approach to using singular velocity fields for constructing accurate upper
bound solutions for highly undermatched joints.

3. The effect of the thickness of specimens on the limit load.
4. The effect of plastic anisotropy on the limit load.
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5. A discussion of difficulties with application of numerical techniques in
conjunction with simple kinematically admissible velocity fields.

Chapter 1 concerns with the upper bound theorem for rigid perfectly plastic
materials. A formal proof is not given because it can be found in any text on
plasticity theory. Instead, original and efficient approaches to finding upper bound
limit load solutions for welded joints with and with no cracks are introduced and
explained. These approaches are used in subsequent chapters.

Chapters 2–4 deal with highly undermatched specimens subject to tension.
Firstly, in Chap. 2, two solutions for the center cracked specimen under plane
strain conditions are presented. Each of these solutions illustrates one of the
general approaches introduced in Chap. 1. The solutions found are generalized to
scarf joint specimens in Chap. 3, also under plane strain conditions. Axisymmetric
solutions are given in Chap. 4.

In Chap. 5 two solutions for pure bending of highly undermatched panels under
plane strain conditions are discussed. One of these solutions is based on an exact
solution of plasticity theory. The other solution is obtained with the use of one of
the universal methods proposed in Chap. 1. Comparison of the solutions deter-
mines the ranges in parametric space where each of them should be adopted.

Chapter 6 includes a brief discussion of several topics. Firstly, the effect of the
thickness of panels on the limit load is illustrated. To this end, the solution for the
center cracked specimen presented in Chap. 2 is compared to a new three-
dimensional solution. The effect of the mis-match ratio is discussed next. Solutions
for the undermatched and overmatched center cracked specimen are given and the
definition for the highly undermatched case is clarified. Finally, it is shown that the
effect of plastic anisotropy on the limit load is very significant and this material
property should not be ignored in the development of flaw assessment procedures.
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